Physical properties of model biological lipid bilayers: insights from all-atom molecular dynamics simulations.
The physical properties of lipid bilayers are sensitive to the specific type and composition of the lipids that make up the many different types of cell membranes. Studying model bilayers of representative heterogeneous compositions can provide key insights into membrane functionality. In this work, we use atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to characterize key properties in a number of bilayer membranes of varying composition. We first examine basic properties, such as lipid area, volume, and bilayer thickness, of simple, homogeneous bilayers comprising several lipid types, which are prevalent in biological membranes. Such lipids are then used in simulations of heterogeneous systems representative of bacterial, mammalian, and cancer membranes. Our analysis is especially focused on depth-dependent, transmembrane profiles; in particular, we calculate lateral pressure and dipole potential profiles, two fundamental properties which play key roles in a large number of biological functions.